Step Out of the Zone of Comfort:
Make a Reasonably Aggressive Settlement Offer in Mediation

BY LISA A. AMATO

Let’s state the obvious: mediation is a concentrated process in a continuation of negotiations. In a negotiation, parties that reach an agreement have succeeded in delicately engaging in and reasonably managing competitiveness and cooperation for the sole benefit of achieving their goals. Mediation provides a unique moment in the negotiation process where the attention of the parties and legal counsel are focused on the case without distraction.

When mediating business disputes, I see a critical opportunity that parties often fail to seize—the strategic advantage of anchoring the negotiation by making a “reasonably aggressive settlement offer.” This opportunity exists regardless of which party made the last settlement offer or demand or when that last offer or demand was made.

A reasonably aggressive settlement offer is one that, as the name indicates, is both reasonable and aggressive. It should, of course, be based on relevant numbers specific to the facts of the case. A reasonably aggressive settlement offer should be structured based on the strength of all parties, BATNA (the best alternative to a negotiated agreement) and WATNA (the worst alternative to a negotiated agreement), the target at which the goals would be fulfilled (also known as the “aspiration base”), and the bottom line beyond which BATNA is triggered (also known as the “real base”). Thoughtful evaluation of the case allows a party to structure an initial settlement offer designed to test how much or how little the other party may be willing to accept.

The negotiation strategy of anchoring has been thoroughly analyzed and discussed as a psychological tool. Studies have produced overwhelming evidence that there is much to gain by making a reasonably aggressive settlement offer as an initial offer. A reasonably aggressive settlement offer creates a strong pull throughout the negotiation to such an extent that it influences the other party’s judgment even when that party desperately tries to discount it. The reasonably aggressive settlement offer manages the other party’s expectations and guides the terms of the ensuing settlement discussion. While the other party may dismiss the initial settlement offer, she will be forced to think within the parameters that have been set by it. In other words, a reasonably aggressive settlement offer anchors the settlement negotiations.

Time and again, parties in mediation often struggle with identifying their initial settlement offer that day, which is unfortunate because it is a wonderful opportunity to anchor the settlement negotiations in that party’s interest. This opportunity exists regardless of whether the parties have been negotiating in advance of the mediation or whether one party has yet to respond to a party’s initial settlement demand. The mediation process provides a prime opportunity for any party to set the stage for its best possible negotiated outcome regardless of the earlier negotiation strategies used.

An unreasonably aggressive settlement offer or demand not based on relevant numbers is not helpful to the negotiation. Unreasonably aggressive settlement offers tend to teeter toward absurdity. They cross a line of plausibility and trigger the other party to shut down the negotiations resulting in the loss of valuable time during the concentrated negotiation opportunity available in mediation. (This is not news to anyone.) That absurdly aggressive offer is a nonstarter, a negotiation killer. Unfortunately, all too often this scenario plays out in mediation regardless of how extensively the parties have been negotiating in advance of the mediation. Rather than a knee-jerk reaction to the other party’s settlement offer for the sole purpose of “sending a message,” a reasonably aggressive settlement offer based on relevant numbers, on the other hand, is far better suited to guide the negotiations on a successful trajectory.

Parties are often hesitant to make the first offer in mediation, and, when they do, they often make an offer that both parties know is not reasonable. Parties would be better suited to think more strategically about what is most likely to place them in the best position, and they should consider the use of a reasonably aggressive settlement offer.
Endnotes
1Adam D. Galinsky’s studies and writings on the anchoring effect of numbers in negotiations are the foundation for anyone desiring more information about this negotiation strategy. See Adam D. Galinsky, Should You Make the First Offer?, Harv. Bus. Rev. Art. (July 1, 2004).
2People tend to irrationally fixate on the first number put forth in a negotiation—the anchor—no matter how arbitrary it may be. Even when we know the anchor has limited relevance, we fail to sufficiently adjust our judgments away from it.” PON staff, Integrative Negotiation Examples: Effective Anchors as First Offers, Harv. L. Sch. Program On Negotiation blog (Apr. 11, 2016), available at http://www.pon.harvard.edu/daily/negotiation-skills-daily/effective-anchors-as-first-offers.

Words Matter: Being Mindful of Language in Mediation
BY THEODORE K. CHENG

More often than not, how you say something is as equally important, if not more so, as what you say. Toward that end, mediators should develop—and counsel and their clients should expect from their mediators—a sensitivity to how language is used in the mediation process. In particular, all participants in a mediation should avoid the use of labels that diminish mediation as an alternative dispute resolution process.

Mediation is a confidential, dispute resolution proceeding in which the parties engage a neutral, disinterested third party who facilitates discussion among the parties to assist them in arriving at a mutually consensual resolution. Selecting the appropriate mediator—one who is well versed in mediation process skills, with perhaps some knowledge of, or prior experience with, the subject matter of the dispute—is oftentimes necessary to maximize the likelihood that a resolution will be achieved. Because mediation is a non-adjudicative process, there is no judge or other decision-maker who will determine the merits of the dispute. Rather, the mediator’s role is to try and improve communications between the parties, explore possible alternatives, and address the underlying interests and needs of the parties in hopes of moving them toward a negotiated settlement or other resolution.¹

Being mindful of the language that is used in this process can have a significant impact on the experiences of the participants who agree to undertake a mediation. For example, take the pre-mediation conference call. As the name suggests, this call typically takes place before, and in preparation for, the mediation session. One subject that is usually on the agenda for that call is whether there is any information or documents that the participants believe would be helpful to exchange in order to have a more meaningful and productive session. This exchange is often referred to as “limited discovery.” This likely happens more often during court-annexed mediations because the attorneys are already in a litigious mindset, thus tending to refer to apparent equivalents in that procedure when discussing the mediation process. Such nomenclature should be avoided in mediation proceedings, however, because the limited exchange of information and documents in connection with mediations is quite unlike discovery as contemplated under the U.S. legal system. The purpose of full-blown discovery in the litigation context is to comprehensively request information and documents that might conceivably bear on the claims and defenses interposed in the dispute (and perhaps reveal previously unknown claims and defenses). By contrast, the exchange contemplated in connection with a mediation encourages counsel and their clients to work together cooperatively and share information and documents that will assist them in both conducting a more realistic assessment of the value of the dispute and helping to make the mediation session as productive as possible. Framing this part of the process as a “limited exchange” helps to dispel the notion that it is anything like discovery associated with court proceedings.

Moreover, oftentimes counsel will raise any number of objections to engaging in even a limited exchange, such as burden, time, and confidentiality.² Those objections are rarely well founded since the specific information and documents in question will likely end up being produced during the formal discovery process if the dispute ever finds its way into the court system. This, of course, is self-evident if the mediation is being conducted under a court-annexed program. Of course, if the limited exchange of information and documents
ultimately leads to a resolution, then the clients will have saved themselves from the almost assuredly more expensive and invasive full-blown discovery required under court procedure rules. Thus, declining to engage in this limited exchange only delays the inevitable.

Opportunities arise during the joint session as well. After the mediator handles introductory and welcoming remarks that set the tone and the ground rules, participants are typically afforded, in the first instance, the opportunity to direct comments at each other. In commercial mediations, this opportunity is usually handled by counsel representing the participants. In those situations, the mediators or counsel generally refer to this as making an “opening statement.” Using that terminology, however, reinforces the notion that the participants are locked into something that is akin to a trial in a courtroom—an adversarial setting where they (or, rather, their counsel) attempt to persuade the mediator of their positions. With that mindset, the participants are not likely to have much success persuading the other participant of their contentions, as that has usually been the tenor of the dialogue before they agreed to mediate the dispute. Moreover, referring to this opportunity as an “opening statement” largely mischaracterizes the (perhaps) unique chance to have one participant directly address the other(s) in hopes of communicating something meaningful and, thereby, contributing to the possible resolution of the dispute. Perhaps a more palatable term might be “opening remarks,” thereby having this process naturally flow from and complement the introductory and welcoming words of the mediator.

For the same reason, it is a better practice to avoid referring to the participants in the mediation—counsel or their clients—as “parties,” “opposing parties,” or even “sides.” Again, using such labels only serves to heighten the conflict and reaffirm the mistaken premise that a mediation is somehow a combative environment. To the contrary, a mediation is meant to be a collaborative process where participants seek to engage in a dialogue—facilitated by the mediator—that will hopefully uncover areas of mutual gain and alternatives to the straightforward resolution of finding one participant in the “right” and the other(s) in the “wrong.”

Much about resetting the mindset here falls upon the mediator, who, after all, is the one participant in the mediation who is not entrenched in the dispute itself or so enamored of the contentions as to be potentially blinded by them. Two of the most powerful skills that a mediator brings to the table is the ability to listen and then to reframe what she hears. When those opportunities arise, the mediator can assist the participants by avoiding the use of litigation-laden labels and mindfully using language that elevates and respects the process. Although beyond the scope of this article, the thoughtful use of language becomes even more paramount when the interactions between the participants and/or the mediator raise cross-cultural and implicit bias concerns. Those considerations strike at the heart of how participants in a mediation receive and process information and, more generally, communicate with each other and with the mediator. Mediators who either are alert to these issues or can anticipate them arising will be in a much better position to provide a meaningful and beneficial experience for the participants. Being mindful of language and avoiding unnecessary labels is something to which all participants in a mediation should aspire. 

---

### The Best Laid Plans of Legislators and Mediators:
The Case for Broadening the Scope of Mediation Confidentiality

**BY CAMERON G. STOUT**

The past three decades have seen the explosive growth of mediation. In California alone, hundreds of thousands of cases that otherwise would have clogged its courts have been resolved through mediation. Confidentiality is a central pillar of the mediation process. California
currently provides one of the most ironclad mediation confidentiality protections (“Protection”) in the country. It renders mediation communications inadmissible in any civil legal proceeding. Unfortunately, the California Law Revision Commission (CLRC) is considering exceptions that, if passed, would be, in certain important respects, nearly as porous as those codified in the Uniform Mediation Act (UMA).2

The prospects of (1) weakening California's mediation confidentiality and (2) maintaining the overbreadth of the UMA's confidentiality exceptions threaten the viability of mediation as an alternative to litigation. I submit that the objections of highly experienced California mediators, judges, and lawyers to the proposed California confidentiality exceptions are well-placed and should also inspire an overhaul of certain of the UMA's confidentiality exceptions.

California's Current Confidentiality Protection
California's narrow confidentiality exceptions are codified in California Evidence Code §§ 703.5 and 1115-1128. Subparts (a) and (b) of § 1119 provide that, “No evidence of anything said, or any admission made [or writing prepared] for the purpose of, in the course of, or pursuant to, a mediation [collectively, 'mediation communications'] is admissible or subject to discovery in any noncriminal proceeding.

With several narrow exceptions not pertinent here, § 703.5 renders mediators incompetent to testify in any civil proceeding about any mediation communication.

The California Supreme Court has characterized the Protection as “clear and absolute,” and affirmed that it “broadly provid[es] for the confidentiality of things spoken or written in connection with a mediation proceeding.” Nothing could be more definitive, and yet....

The State of Play in California
In early 2012, a threat to the Protection’s “clear and absolute” nature materialized when California Assembly Bill 2025 was proposed to create a new mediation exception: Mediation communications between a party and his or her attorney would be admissible in a legal malpractice, breach of fiduciary duty, or state bar disciplinary action in which the client's claims against the lawyer arise out of professional negligence or misconduct (the so-called “Attorney Misconduct Exception”).

In the face of vehement objections, studies such as the CLRC’s Study K-402 were undertaken to research the impact such a law would have. Yet on Aug. 7, 2015—apparently prior to completing background research or preparing a “tentative recommendation”—the CLRC voted to draft legislation that would allow admission of mediation communications relevant to a party's allegation of his or her alleged professional misconduct or malpractice.

As shown here, evidence exclusion is often necessary. It allows participants in a mediation to determine the best available settlement, and, should they choose, to settle the dispute accordingly. If that Protection is abrogated, however, and the client files a claim against his or her lawyer for tortious advice or other mediation misconduct, that lawyer will undoubtedly seek admission of all relevant mediation communications to rebut the client's claims. This would
Mediating Troubled Financing Relationships

BY ALEXANDER J. ZIMMER

Most financing relationships go smoothly and at other times—not so much. When a client’s financial needs or capabilities change, the consequences are bound to affect the client’s relationship with its financing provider. In many cases, evolving needs and capabilities create stress on the existing relationship and lead to uncertainty and conflict. How the client and the financer manage the rough spots, however long or short, affect the parties’ long-term relationship, each party’s business operations, and ultimately its bottom line. An early intervention mediation is a conflict management tool that can save both the client and the financer time, stress, and money before a conflict escalates. When conflict reaches this level, the client-financer relationship is at a tipping point. The account representative prepares to defend his business and provide for continuing operations. Both sides devote more and more attention to protecting and defending their positions at the expense of tending to the regular day-to-day business. Inevitably, anxiety and the tendency to assess blame grow.

While the goal is to find a workable solution that can be sustained over time, these circumstances make that goal very difficult to achieve. In haste to dispel concern about the future, either party may agree to proposals that are unrealistic or have little chance to succeed in redressing the mutual problems. Or, the parties may take the other extreme and propose solutions that will work for one but not the other. The costs of failure are high. The financer stands to lose:

- Time and productivity in its accounts management department;
- Time and productivity in its workout group;
- Legal fees and expenses of both its internal legal department and outside counsel;
- Principal and profits on the financing;
- Reputation costs; and
- The relationship with the client.

The client stands to lose:

- Time and productivity in responding to the financer’s demands for information;
- Efficiency in operations due to diminished cash flow and attention diverted from operations;
- Profits from disrupted operations;
- Relationships with suppliers and customers from disrupted cash flow;
- Financial reputation; and
- Relationship with the financer.

Conclusion

The CLRC should be persuaded to abandon the proposed Attorney Misconduct Exception to California’s Protection. Moreover, if the UMA’s exceptions are not tightened, other states considering the UMA should adopt it, if at all, without its broad exceptions. Mediation is by far the most effective way to manage the overwhelming volume of litigation in this country; it must be nurtured, not dismantled.

Cameron G. Stout is a nationally recognized securities attorney, an employment lawyer, and a mediator and arbitrator. As a principal of Wiand Guerra King P.A.’s ADR practice, he mediates securities, employment, commercial and health insurance/parity cases. Stout graduated from Princeton University in 1980 and from the University of San Francisco School of Law in 1984 with honors. He lives and practices in Palo Alto, Calif., and is an avid cyclist and tennis player © 2016 Cameron G. Stout. All rights reserved.

Endnotes

1Even the Bible urges swift settlement: “Come to terms quickly with your accuser while you are going with him to court, lest your accuser hand you over to the judge, and the judge to the guard, and you be put in prison.” Matthew 5:25 (ESV).
2A number of states (excluding California) have either adopted the UMA or are considering it. Although beyond this article’s scope, the UMAs broad confidentiality exceptions may well have been a reason for California’s decision not to adopt the UMA.
3I am indebted to Ron Kelly, a highly regarded California mediator and leading commentator on the broad changes that are under consideration to California’s confidentiality exceptions. Those with an interest may contact him via his website, www.ronkelly.com, where you can sign up for updates on this vital issue.
6While many family law experts undoubtedly object to the UMAs seventh exception involving issues arising in the family law/child abuse context, this exception is also outside this article’s ambit.
7Thank goodness for small favors: Mediators cannot be compelled to give testimony relating to such claims. (See, UMA § 6(c)).
8See e.g., Cassel, supra n.4.
A mediation conducted by a knowledgeable mediator can salvage the situation and help the parties reach an agreement that helps each of them. Here’s how.

Simply put, mediation provides a neutral forum in which the client and the financier each have an opportunity to describe their own view of the circumstances and to find a workable solution. The mediator facilitates the discussion and helps the parties explore options for resolving their common problem—the troubled financial relationship. While each party is able to present its own needs and concerns, an experienced mediator can help the parties evaluate solutions realistically without making judgments or assessing fault. The nature of the mediation process accommodates the difficult issues that characterize troubled financial relationships.

Before a financing relationship becomes nonperforming or moves to “workout,” mediation gives the parties a chance to pause, reassess, and reach a workable agreement for resolving the situation. Although every troubled relationship is in some ways unique, four issues are always present: (1) diminishing trust, (2) growing uncertainty and loss of predictability, (3) narrowing perception of common interests, and (4) increasing conflict between freedom of action and cooperation. The mediation process ameliorates each of these issues by: (1) fostering better communication between the parties, (2) encouraging reciprocal understanding of each other’s interests, and (3) offering a neutral view of the situation and options.

Simultaneously, mediation demonstrates a willingness to address a problem and helps repair the loss of trust. Typically, each party will describe what the other did that “caused” trust to erode. An experienced mediator can help the parties to better communicate the reasons why they took certain actions and to see how those actions were perceived by each other. As communication becomes more precise, the parties have a greater chance of making themselves better understood and of understanding each other. Improved communication is the first step in articulating and identifying interests and reaching common ground.

Predictability is fundamental to a working financial relationship. The client needs to know that its needs will be met and the financier needs to know that the client will do what is expected. Neither party likes to be surprised. The unexpected is often the precipitating cause of conflict. One has only to look at the disruption caused by the recent Great Recession to see how businesses seemed compelled by events to act. The narrative of the mediation exposes the reasons for the actions behind the loss of predictability that characterizes a troubled financial relationship. By nurturing improved communication and articulation of each other’s situation, the mediator can help the parties see how they share great concern over the issue of predictability.

The mediation dialogue will address the narrowing perception of common interests caused by the conflict. Loss of trust and predictability drive the parties into a defensive posture that creates more and more distance from each other. From this perspective, vision of common interests diminishes. The mediator helps the parties see how poor communication, or outside events, may have contributed to the current conflict. Better understanding of each party’s interests helps define the problem as mutual and creates motivation to find a shared solution.

Ultimately, the parties must confront the tension between the desire for freedom of action and the necessity of cooperation. A sustainable solution requires agreement on the balance of these competing drives. The mediation process provides the base from which agreement is possible. Improved communication and mutual understanding permit full exposition of the elements of the shared problem. Working with these tools the parties can explore options for resolving their conflict. As a neutral third party the mediator can help the parties test alternatives against considerations presented by the reality of the situation.

The benefits of adopting an early intervention mediation as suggested here are many. Experience shows that parties who reach agreement through mediation are likely to adhere to its terms. Both the client and the financier save time and avoid escalating risks inherent in fruitless “negotiations” between parties that are frozen in defensive positions. Both sides can save the legal costs that invariably accompany a deteriorating financing relationship. The relationship is far more likely to be saved than if the conflict devolves into workout or litigation. The benefits of implementing an early intervention mediation program far outweigh the risks of allowing troubled financing relationships to continue their costly, all too familiar course.

Alexander J. Zimmer is an attorney and mediator in New York City. His experience as an attorney and as a principal encompasses both sides of the financing relationship in a legal and business career of more than 30 years. Zimmer can be reached at alex@ajzimmerlaw.com. © 2016 Alexander J. Zimmer. All rights reserved.

Vacatur: Some Practical Tips on Surviving the Finality of an Arbitral Award

BY MARCIA ADELSON AND JOAN D. HOGARTH

Independent studies demonstrate that the success rate of vacating an arbitration award is small. Courts prefer to take a “hands-off” approach to the arbitration process and often refuse to disturb the award.¹ One study shows that of the 277 legal challenges made to vacate awards over 10 months in 2004, only 14 percent of them were overturned. An updated 2012 study similarly reflected dismal numbers of successful vacatur ranging between 4 percent on the grounds of “manifest disregard” to 20 percent for arbitrators “exceeding authority.” Arbitration is a contractual agreement to privately resolve a dispute by using a third party or neutral person(s) (the arbitrator) of the parties’ choosing in a private hearing (the arbitration). The courts are loathe to meddle in a process the parties have agreed to use to resolve a dispute. “Courts are reluctant to disturb arbitration awards, lest the value of the arbitration method of resolving controversies is undermined.”²

Arbitration “is now favorably recognized as an efficacious proce-
dure whereby the parties can select their own nonjudicial forum for the 'private and practical' resolution of their dispute with maximum dispatch and at minimum expense.'” Thus, parties choose to use arbitration to resolve their disputes because they want expediency, confidentiality, cost efficiency, and finality. The parties’ expectation is not to have the dispute extended indefinitely post award as that would undermine the purpose of choosing arbitration over litigation.

“The role of arbitration as a mechanism for speedy dispute resolution disfavors delayed challenges to the validity of an award.” Courts support the benefits of arbitration and thus their decisions to refuse to vacate in all but a limited number of cases. The process of overturning the award is known as vacatur. Vacatur is defined in Black's Law Dictionary as “a rule or order by which a proceeding is vacated.”

The Narrow Federal and State Grounds for Vacatur

Historically, the goal of commercial arbitration was to quietly and privately resolve disputes among business colleagues who desired to foster and maintain their business relationships. The parties, thus, opted for independent third parties who knew the business and who would listen to the issues in dispute and render a fair and final decision. They did not want to take their disputes to the public forum where it possibly could take years to be resolved and trade secrets could be divulged. Attempting to vacate the award would bring the case back to the forum the parties chose not to use in the first place (i.e., the courts). However, there are situations where a party may want to seek to vacate an arbitration award, and there are situations where that request may have merit.

Courts refuse to undertake an expansive review of arbitral decisions and generally will uphold an award so long as the arbitrator “offers a barely colorable justification for the outcome reached.”

The Federal Arbitration Act (FAA) § 10 provides that federal courts have jurisdiction to vacate an award in cases where (1) the arbitrators failed to arbitrate the dispute in accordance with the agreement, (2) the arbitrators exceeded their powers, and (3) “the arbitrators refused to hear evidence material to the controversy.”

Arbitration awards...[T]he FAA requires that the award be enforced unless one of those grounds is affirmatively shown to exist.” Thus arbitration awards are rarely overturned. The court presumes that arbitration awards will be confirmed as a matter of formality. “[T]he confirmation of an arbitration award is a summary proceeding that merely makes what is already a final arbitration award a judgment of the court.”

Practice Tips for Advocates

So, should the advocate continue to seek to overturn an award in the face of national policy favoring arbitration? To answer categorically “no” is to ignore the fact that sometimes there are bad arbitrators applying bad principles and making bad decisions. Parties are entitled to recourse and are not compelled to accept a bad award as final. For example, an arbitrator assigned to a case with multiple issues, multiple rules, multiple venues, and multiple parties made a decision to join all parties and to hear the case under one set of rules in a single venue. The court ruled that the arbitrator had exceeded the authority given to him under the parties’ arbitration agreement. The court vacated the award.

But the court remanded a case for confirmation at the lower court where the rules governing the arbitration called for delivery of the award within a certain time. Even though the parties “waited more than two years for a final decision,” the court ruled that there was no showing of harm from the late award but that there would be harm if the case was not remanded to the lower court for enforcement of the arbitral award. The outcome, the court felt, would be the same regardless of when the decision was delivered. It was in the interest of fairness and equity and under the respective vacatur statutes that the courts arrived at these decisions.

Therefore, the advocate who attempts to overturn an award is faced with (1) public policy that favors arbitration, (2) very narrow statutes that increase the probability that vacatur will not be easy, and (3) statistics that demonstrate that the percentage of successful challenges are extremely low. The advocate must be guided less by her zealfulness to win a case for the client and more by the reasons arbitration was chosen in the first place. Moreover, she is now aware of how disfavored the request for vacatur is in the courts.

The advocate should know that “the burden to show invalidity of any arbitral award is upon the party who brings a proceeding to set it aside.” How should she prepare to meet the challenges of the final award? We offer these practice tips on how to identify and preserve legitimate objections thereby sparing the expense and exposure of a court hearing brought about by the failed attempt at vacatur:

- Prepare a guideline detailing the arbitration procedures. Be as detailed as possible and, like any other contract, indicate the venue, rule of law that applies, the scope of the arbitration, the issues to be arbitrated, the type of award and fees that would be covered, and whether there are essential deadlines.
- Include an appellate review process much like the one that is offered by some arbitration providers such as the American Arbitration Association. This preserves the right of the parties to obtain a review from the arbitrator’s decisions before attempting vacatur in the courts.
- Outline, with specificity, the qualifications or general nature of the arbitrator(s) skills and expertise, number of arbitrators to hear the case, etc. Advocates should be careful to avoid being too specific since many disputes may not take place for several years after an
• Be vigilant during the arbitration process and especially at the hearings in the unlikely event that you desire to challenge the award. Know your case, know your client, and get to know your opponents and the arbitrator.

• Object to any departure from the rules of the agreed-to process. For example, if there is a belief that the opposing counsel or a party concealed evidence or new evidence is found subsequent to the rendering of an award, there must be some record to demonstrate that the concealed evidence was such that the arbitrator would have reached a different result if the evidence had been presented to the arbitrator, although discovery of new evidence is not normally grounds for vacatur. 13

• Object, on the record, to the arbitrator’s inclusion of issues that are not presented before him. A party to an arbitration waives his right to a vacatur of the award based on arbitrator misconduct where he had actual or constructive knowledge of the misconduct, and an opportunity to object, but failed to do so until after the award was rendered. 14

• Be ever cognizant of disclosures or failures to disclose. If you have actual or constructive knowledge of these disclosures or conflicts of interests, the advocate should immediately bring this to the attention of the arbitrator or the service provider. Do not wait or risk an award in your opponent’s favor. If a party goes forward with arbitration and the party has knowledge of the arbitrator’s bias, or facts that reasonably should have prompted further limited inquiry, it may not later claim bias based upon the failure to disclose such facts. 15 Additionally, arbitrators are under a continuous obligation to make disclosures. But the courts will not generally set aside an award for failure of an arbitrator to do so.

• Object in a timely manner if the arbitrator is late in rendering the award and the parties had established deadlines indicating that time was of the essence.

Conclusion

“[C]ourts are obligated to give deference to the decision of the arbitrator.” 16 Therefore, obtaining a vacatur of an arbitration award is very difficult. The odds of having the award vacated are very small and that is because the courts do not want to interfere in a private, mutually agreed upon process to resolve a dispute—a process designed to be faster, less expensive, and confidential. In the end, a zealous attorney is ethically obligated to advise her clients that the risks associated with vacatur are high. The client must be advised that he will most likely have to live with the decision because it is highly unlikely that the award will not be confirmed. The conversation should be part of the initial case strategy and a conversation that is repeated throughout the process. To the extent that there are indeed prejudicial and harmful effects to an award because of how it was procured or the unethical inappropriate behavior of the arbitrator, parties should take advantage of those narrow grounds provided under the state and federal arbitration statutes. 17
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